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ABSTRACT
In today's competitive environment, a compressed flow-time enables companies to present a
strong value proposition especially for products with a high asset value. In a retrofitting
manufacturing process the state of incoming product and customer requirements is unpredictable.
This results in long flow-times from customer order to delivery of completed product. The
uncertainty involved in identifying the parts forces companies to complete the engineering
analysis and design before procuring parts from the supplier. The freighter conversions group at
The Boeing Company is in the business of retrofitting passenger planes into cargo planes. The
group is exploring ways to significantly reduce the overall conversion flow-time.
This thesis presents an approach to group parts based on its reusability percentage and lead-time.
The thesis then introduces a partially decoupled model where different strategies are applied to
each group to reduce the overall flow-time. The analysis reveals a high degree of reusability in
the retrofitting manufacturing process. Up to 90% of parts were used in every single conversion.
When the highly variable parts are excluded, a strategy of ordering and stocking parts before the
completion of engineering tasks can help reduce the flow-time with minimal risk. The results
show that flow-time can be reduced from 27 to 11 with an investment of less than 1% of annual
part cost in safety stock. The obsolescence risk associated with this strategy is less than 0.5% of
annual part cost. The analysis further shows that there is a non-linear relationship between flow-
time reduction and the investment required in safety stock and obsolescence risk.
The analysis presented in this thesis is the result of work done during a 6.5 month LFM
internship at The Boeing Company in Everett, Washington.
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1. Introduction
This chapter will provide an overview of the thesis and provide the context and motivation for
the research. Finally, this chapter will provide an outline of the thesis structure.
1.1. Overview
A retrofitting manufacturing process is the process of adding a component or accessory to
something that did not have it when originally manufactured. The term "retrofitting" is the
verb form of the word "retrofit" whose meaning is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as
"A modification made to a product, esp. an aircraft, to incorporate changes made in later
products of the same type or model." In contrast, remanufacturing is the process of repairing a
product and replacing obsolete or worn-out parts to match the specifications of the original
product.
Freighter conversion is the process of retrofitting old passenger planes into cargo planes. While
the original product is transformed, the new product is a surrogate for a newly built freighter.
Retrofitting manufacturing processes are frequent in products that have a huge asset value.
Aircraft, ships, houses, and automobiles are frequently retrofit to change or enhance their use.
1.2. Problem Identification
Unlike a typical manufacturing process, a retrofitting manufacturing process faces the
challenge of modifying an existing product. This requires repeating the engineering process to
identify the parts and changes required to retrofit the incoming product. If any new part is
required, the part has to be sourced from a supplier before an order can be placed. The
uncertainty in the bill-of-material necessitates a sequential process where parts are ordered
only after engineering is completed for each new order. Consequently, the overall conversion
time, i.e. the time between receiving a customer order and delivering the final product, is
longer than a traditionally manufactured product where the bill-of-material is stable and parts
can be stocked. The overall conversion time is often referred to as the flow-time in a
retrofitting manufacturing process. Competitive pressures force companies to constantly
explore tools and methods to reduce the flow-time in a retrofitting manufacturing process.
1.3. Research Context & Objective
The research and analysis presented in this thesis were performed during a six-month
internship at the freighter conversions group of The Boeing Company. The results of the
analysis served as a basis to implement a new supply chain strategy within the group. The
objective of the thesis is to provide a methodology for companies to reduce the flow-time of a
retrofitting manufacturing process.
1.4. Outline
Chapter 2, Background, provides an overview of The Boeing Company and the freighter
conversion group. The chapter discusses the retrofitting manufacturing process at the freighter
conversions group and introduces the problem statement and presents a hypothesis.
Chapter 3, Methodology, discusses details of the analysis required to test the hypothesis and
presents recommendations to address the problem statement. Specifically, the chapter presents
an approach to measure parts stability of freighter conversions, discusses the different factors
that need to be considered before parts can be stocked for future conversion, and provides a
supply chain strategy to reduce the flow-time.
Chapter 4, Supply base alignment, presents the relevance of a new consideration while
sourcing. Later, the chapter integrates the parts ordering strategy with parts sourcing approach.
Chapter 5, Conclusion, summarizes the problem, approach, and solution.
2. Background
2.1. The Boeing Company
The Boeing Company is the world's largest manufacturer of commercial and military aircraft.
The company has two major divisions, Boeing Commercial Airplanes and Boeing Integrated
Defense Systems. In the year 2007 the company earned a net income of $4.06B on revenues of
$66.39B 1. The company is headquartered in Chicago, IL with major operations in the United
States. Apart from building aircraft, Boeing designs and manufactures rotorcrafts, electronic
and defense systems, missiles, satellites, launch vehicles and advanced information and
communication systems. The company employs over 150,000 people across 70 different
countries. Over the last few decades the company has broadened its global footprint. The next
section will explore Boeing's global expansion in greater detail.
2.1.1. Globalization at Boeing
The commercial aircraft industry is considered as an industry with strong drivers for
globalization. A geographical map of different companies that contribute one way or another to
building a commercial aircraft, and a map of different countries that fly the same type of
aircraft would suggest that the industry is indeed very global. Lessard, in his frameworks for
global strategic analysis 2, summarizes the key drivers of globalization as: Market similarities,
Scale/Scope, Comparative advantage, and Regulation. Lesssard defines market similarity as
comparable customer requirements across geographical boundaries, scale/scope as the sources
of increasing returns of scale in production processes, comparative advantage as the strong
point for a specific location, and regulation as the trade barriers to entry that prevent cross-
border investments. High market similarity, large economies of scale/scope, significant
comparative advantage, and low regulation result in very global industry structure.
Market similarities are huge for commercial aircraft. However, until very recently only a few
countries/airlines in the world could afford to buy a new aircraft. The developing countries
have relied more on second-hand aircraft market or the aircraft leasing industry. More recently,
however, there has been a significant growth in the demand for new aircraft. The most
significant driver for globalization has been the huge economies of scale. However, the
comparative advantages among few firms and the reasonably high level of regulatory
interventions (from the need to protect intellectual property) have forced the industry to be,
until recently, a more regional player than a global player. The radar chart in figure below
[Figure 1] captures the relative measure of these drivers and how the drivers have evolved over
time to make the industry more global. Note that in the dimension of regulation, lower
regulation is a point in the bottom of the scale. Thus, the larger the diamond, the more global
the industry is.
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Figure 1: Globalization of commercial aircraft industry
The process of globalization, the transition from a regional/continental play to the international
play, has been even slower at The Boeing Company. One of the key reasons for the slower
transition for Boeing is the fact that the company is in both commercial and defense sectors.
Only recently has the company made significant efforts to completely segregate the two
businesses.
The first step towards globalization for Boeing was driven by the demand conditions. The
demand for aircraft from many countries prompted the establishment of sales offices in
different regions/continents. Some non-US customers require sourcing parts from their country
as a condition of purchase of Boeing aircraft. Not only did this expand the supply chain of
Boeing but it also required the establishment of a local/country business units focused on
procurement. While Boeing exploited its capabilities to sell aircraft in different countries,
global sourcing enhanced capabilities of the different companies that supplied the parts.
Factor conditions such as access to scarce aeronautical engineers prompted the company to
look for talent internationally. For instance, Boeing employs many Russian engineers at its
Moscow office to complement the work done by engineers at Seattle. Such an arrangement
allows for around-the-clock work on engineering related work. With the reduction in some of
the regulatory issues and the increase in the technological capabilities of its international
suppliers, Boeing has expanded its global sourcing efforts. From being purely driven by
demand reasons, Boeing now looks for global suppliers and partners to procure high quality
parts at lower costs. The 787 program highlights the extent to which Boeing has become
global. The company has first-tier partners in China, South Korea, Australia, Japan, Canada,
England, France, Sweden, and Italy.
Similar to the 787 program, the freighter conversions operation of Boeing is very global.
Customers, suppliers, and partners are located all over the world. The operations are so global
that Boeing performs the touch labor at partner sites in Italy, China, Singapore, Taiwan, and
Korea. Details of the freighter conversions operation will be presented in the next section.
2.2. Freighter Conversions
Boeing Commercial Airplanes division is organized into three business units3 .
- Airplane Programs: This unit is responsible for all commercial aircraft (except the new
airplane, Boeing787).
- 787 Program: This unit is responsible for the design and build of Boeing's brand new
plane.
- Commercial Aviation Services: This unit is responsible for providing lifecycle business
solutions to Boeing's customers. Some of the solutions include Material Management,
Customer Support, Flight Operations, Engineering Services, and Fleet Enhancements.
As part of Fleet Enhancement services, Boeing offers its customers the service of modifying its
aircraft. Some of the modifications include interior upgrades, installation of in-flight
entertainment systems, and freighter conversions.
Freighter conversions is the group that is responsible for converting old passenger planes into
cargo planes. Boeing provides this service for aircraft manufactured by Boeing or aircraft
manufactured by McDonald Douglas. Depending upon the type of aircraft, Boeing 747/767,
MD 11, or Boeing 757, the freighter conversion division adopts a different business model.
The difference in the business models is attributed to the extent of Boeing's
involvement/ownership in the conversion process. For instance, for the conversion of Boeing
747 aircraft, Boeing is responsible from order generation to final delivery. That is, Boeing is
responsible for the sales process, conversion design and engineering, parts procurement, touch
labor, and final inspection and delivery. On the other hand, for a Boeing 757 aircraft
conversion, Boeing only provides the engineering definition required for the conversion. A
different provider owns the conversion process. One of the reasons for different business
models can be attributed to the short supply of internal resources. Thus, Boeing focuses on the
programs that it believes has the highest margin and long-term revenue potential.
There are two key reasons for converting a passenger plane into cargo plane. The first is
related to the lifespan of an aircraft and the second reason is attributed to the demand for air
cargo in conjunction with the need to enhance the passenger aircraft fleet.
The aircraft lifespan is determined not by its age but by the number of pressurization cycles4 .
Each time the aircraft is pressurized during flight, the structure is subject to stress. A passenger
aircraft typically has more take-offs and landings in a day compared to a cargo aircraft.
Consequently, one can extend the lifespan of a passenger aircraft by changing its use.
The commercial airline industry is a cyclical business. During periods of the high demand and
growth, airlines compete against each other by enhancing their aircraft fleet. The process of
fleet enhancements includes modifying the interior and/or replacing older aircraft. Older
aircraft can be bought and sold in the open market. Old aircraft are typically bought by airlines
in the developing countries or by banks and leasing companies that in-turn lease them to other
airlines. However, when the demand for air cargo transportation is also high, airlines and
leasing companies prefer to convert passenger aircraft into cargo aircraft. The next section
explores factors that affect the choice between a new and a converted freighter.
2.2.1. New vs. Converted Freighter
When an air cargo company faces a choice between buying a new freighter and a converted
freighter, several factors are taken into consideration. These factors can be categorized as
economic (micro & macro) and operational. These considerations are listed below [Figure 2].
Type
Economic
Operational
Factor
Acquisition cost of old passenger aircraft (Residual value)
Availability of old passenger aircraft for conversion (Feedstock)
Cost of conversion
Resale value in the future
Cost of new freighter
Type of use - Frequent hops or once-a-day
Maintenance cost
Fuel price
Time to acquire aircraft
Figure 2: Factors affecting the choice between new and converted freighter
The residual value of old passenger planes, i.e. the acquisition cost, depends on factors such as
the availability of new aircraft and the demand for passenger seats. For instance, when the
much awaited Airbus A380 super jumbo was delayed, the residual value of old Boeing 747
aircraft increased. It was anticipated that Airbus A380 would increase the number of available
passenger seats. However, the delay had a significant impact on the fleet planning process for
the airlines. The airlines were forced to retain or lease Boeing 747 aircraft to maintain the
required number of passenger seats. The increase in the demand for existing Boeing 747
aircraft resulted in an increase in its residual value. Consequently, the price of a converted
Boeing 747 freighter increased.
2.2.2. Conversion Process
The process of converting a passenger aircraft to a freighter involves many steps. During the
sales process the customer defines the requirements for the converted freighter. Apart from
choosing options, a customer can also request specific changes or upgrades to the aircraft.
While performing the touch-labor for the conversion, the aircraft is grounded for a significant
amount of time. Because the aircraft is taken out of service, customers prefer to make all the
feature enhancements and maintenance operations during this period.
Airlines and leasing companies tend to place orders for aircraft conversions in blocks. In other
words, an order might entail the conversion of five to seven aircraft. In such a scenario, the
required configuration is typically similar for all the aircraft but the conversion schedule is
spread over many years.
Since the aircraft that is being converted was originally manufactured around 10 to 15 years
prior to the conversion, it is critical to have the knowledge and thorough understanding of the
initial conditions and all subsequent changes on the aircraft during its life as a passenger
aircraft. The current state of the aircraft has a huge bearing on the changes required to convert
the aircraft to the specifications requested by the customer. After acquiring the order, Boeing
performs a thorough visual inspection of the aircraft to ascertain its incoming state. This
inspection is performed at the customer site while the aircraft is still in service as a passenger
aircraft.
Based on the incoming configuration and customer requested features, a thorough engineering
analysis is performed to determine the parts required for the conversion process. Since
customer orders are received in blocks, engineering is also performed in these blocks. During
the engineering, design analysts and stress analysts work together to determine characteristics
of parts required for conversion. All parts for all the conversions in the block are not identified
at the same time. The primary focus is on the aircraft that will be converted first. However, all
common features and options are designed at the same time.
The engineering definition process is complicated by the size of the statement of work as well
as the interactions between sections of aircraft and integrating systems. The engineering
process is categorized into groups to facilitate parallel processing and systems analysis. The
following list is a subset of these groups.
- Backshop Structures: The foundation of the aircraft conversion. This consists of the
platform that can be pre-built before the aircraft is retired from passenger service. One
of the key structures is the floor-grid. A passenger aircraft's floor-grid is not designed
to carry the extra load of freight. Hence, the floor-grid is replaced during the conversion
process. The grid, built from individual floor-beams, can be assembled before the
aircraft is grounded for conversion. This pre-built structure is later inserted into the
aircraft.
- Main Structures: The structural items that are installed during conversion. These
include structures that support the floor-grid in the converted aircraft, main-deck cargo
door, rigid cargo barrier, etc.
- Environmental control systems: All parts and controls related to the heating, air-
conditioning, and smoke detection.
- Cargo handling system: Systems and parts related to moving cargo in and out of the
converted freighter.
- Electrical Systems: Fully integrated electrical systems that are installed to perform the
different functions in an aircraft.
While the engineering group designs the different sections and systems required for
conversion, the manufacturing engineering group outlines the specific steps involved in the
build process. During this process, the group identifies the sequence of operations that need to
be performed by mechanics. The group then breaks this master sequence into subsequences
based on several factors such as size of effort, logical break points, workload for a mechanic,
etc. The set of operations along with required parts for each subsequence is called an
"Installation Plan" or IP. From an operations strategy standpoint the parts that constitute an IP
are kitted together to facilitate an efficient build process. In the aircraft industry the definition
of this kit is also a regulatory requirement.
In order to satisfy the regulatory requirements, it is important to certify the kit as "airworthy"
before the kit is shipped to the factory for assembly onto the aircraft. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) awards the airworthiness certification5 granting authorization to operate
an aircraft in flight. Since the freighter conversion process involves retrofitting an existing
aircraft, all the parts that go in the conversion processes need to be certified "airworthy". Thus,
FAA requires that all parts that belong to a kit should be received before a kit can be built and
that the kit needs to be certified "airworthy" before it leaves for the factory (modification site)
where the conversion takes place.
The complete list of parts required for a specific conversion is categorized into two sets. The
first set consists of parts that were designed earlier (during a previous conversion). Because
these parts were used before, they have a procurement contract with an existing supplier. The
second set consists of new parts that need to be sourced from a supplier. A competitive bidding
process is used to pick suppliers for these parts. All the contracts with part suppliers are for a
specific time period. The expiration dates on the contract for new parts are matched to those of
existing parts. Thus, when a contract's expiration date approaches, a new competitive bidding
process is used for all the parts.
When a new type of aircraft (767, 777, etc) is chosen for freighter conversion, the first few
conversions are considered as being part of the prototype phase. During the prototype phase,
most of the suppliers are internal. When internal suppliers are not used, preference is given to
suppliers within the United States of America. During this phase, the flexibility to change a
part's design overweighs the extra price paid to procure the parts. Furthermore, the contracts
are for short duration and low volumes. After the completion of the prototype phase, a full
blown competitive bidding process is used to source parts from all over the world.
The supply chain group is responsible for the entire process of ordering parts, receiving them at
the warehouse, kitting, getting the "airworthy" certificate, and shipping the parts to the factory
(modification site) where the conversion is undertaken. The supply chain group is part of the
operations group that has the overall responsibility of ensuring the conversion of the aircraft.
Thus, the operations group is also responsible for the quality and on-time delivery of parts,
receiving kits at the modification site, issuing kits to mechanics, the build process, and the final
delivery of the converted freighter.
The "kit before ship to modification site" process implies that all the parts need to be received
at a central kitting facility. Since the suppliers are located all over the world and the
modification sites are located all over the world, certain parts will have to be shipped back and
forth between different regions. This process increases the overall flow-time of the conversion
process.
Another critical process during the overall conversion is the process of certifying the aircraft.
This involves getting necessary approval from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for
all the modifications performed on the aircraft. This is an airworthy certification for the
converted aircraft.
Finally, touch labor is performed after the induction of the aircraft. During induction the
aircraft is retired from passenger service and grounded at the modification site. During this
phase, the engineers and mechanics on the factory floor usually discover differences in the
incoming configuration of the aircraft. Because of these differences, new parts are designed
and a few of the pre-designed parts are reworked. In some instances, the new parts
permanently replace the old parts for all future conversions. In other instances, the new parts
are for one-time use only and address the specific differences in the aircraft that is being
modified. Once the conversion is complete, the aircraft is inspected and re-delivered to the
customer. The term "re-delivered" is used to convey the fact that this is the second time the
customer is taking possession of the aircraft: once during the purchase of the passenger aircraft
and now after the conversion to a freighter. The high-level process flow described so far is
illustrated in the following figure [Figure 3].
Figure 3: High level process flow
2.2.3. Current State
The freighter conversions business within The Boeing Company is a very global business. As
mentioned earlier, Boeing adopts a different business model depending on the type of the
aircraft being converted. In the instance where Boeing manages the complete process form
sales to delivery, it deals with several companies that are located in different parts of the globe.
On the sales front, the customers for freighter conversions are located in different countries.
Customers include airlines such as Singapore Airlines and Korean Air that have large cargo
operations, and financial institutions such as Guggenheim Aviation partners that engage in
aircraft leases and speculative investments in aircraft. On the engineering front, Boeing
leverages its strong engineering workforce to perform the design and analysis. During periods
of high demand, Boeing leverages its subsidiary in Russia where many aeronautical and
mechanical engineers are employed. On the manufacturing front, Boeing leverages its in-house
manufacturing capabilities for the most complex and low-volume parts and procures the rest of
the parts from suppliers all over the world. Since conversion of a passenger aircraft to a
freighter involves high degree of medium skilled labor, Boeing out-sources the touch labor to
aircraft maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO) facilities. Different companies provide such
MRO facilities and these are located in different parts of the world. Finally, Boeing uses its in-
house expertise in supply-chain and operations to manage the sourcing, ordering, and assembly
of parts. The operations organization serves as the linking mechanism between the different
groups in the freighter conversion organization.
2.2.4. Forecast of the Business
With the expansion of global trade, the need to transport raw material and finished goods has
increased tremendously. While most of the bulk material is transported through cargo ships,
goods that have a short lifecycle or have a high value-to-weight ratio are transported on planes.
BACK Aviation Solutions6 expects steady increase in the global freight traffic. The
expectation is driven by the steady shift in manufacturing to Asia and a general trend in
globalization. The forecast for global freight tonnage and global GDP is given in the following
figure [Figure 4].
Figure 4: Global freight forecast 7
The year-over-year change is expected to be same for both air-cargo and other modes of cargo
transportation. In 2003, about 50% of air cargo was flown in the belly of passenger planes.
With demand for more scale and reliable modes, companies are likely to prefer dedicated
freighters to bellies of passenger planes. BACK Aviation Solutions expects the net effect of the
growth in global freight would result in freighter fleet growth of 3.5% year-over-year for the
next decade. The increase in freighter fleet would be a combination of new and converted
freighters. Commercial airlines are currently replacing their aging passenger planes. The fleet
enhancement is increasing the feedstock available for conversion and this, in turn, reduces the
acquisition price. Based on these trends, BACK Aviation Solutions expects converted
freighters to drive 70% of the growth in freighter fleet in the next decade. The following figure
[Figure 5] shows the forecast over the next decade.
Figure 5: Freighter fleet forecast 8
The forecast of 870 new freighter conversions has attracted many competitors to offer the
conversion service. The following figure [Figure 6] lists the different aircraft and the
companies, as of 2003, that offer a conversion service.
A30094
A310-200
EADS-EFW
Flight Structures Inc.
(forner BAE Systems)
EADS-EFW
EADS-EFW
EADS-EFW
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)
(none)(0w)
ýVý #%Aj% 1 0% . I %
747-400 1 (none) I (none) I Boeing (with TAECO)
Figure 6: Companies offering freighter conversion programs in 20039
Since 2003, many of conversion programs are fully developed and several converted freighters
have been delivered. The intense competition between Boeing, Israel Aircraft Industries,
Precision, and Pemco for conversion of aircraft manufactured by Boeing has led the conversion
service providers to evaluate their existing strategy. The next section discusses these issues in
greater detail.
2.2.5. Problem statement
The competitive nature of the market is forcing the different players in the market to
differentiate their offerings. Among all the different players, Boeing offers the most
configurable converted freighter along with the best weight characteristics. Additionally,
Boeing offers the best warranty in the industry. However, customers' willingness to pay for
these characteristics has decreased significantly over time. Instead, customers are demanding
much shorter flow-times and lower total cost of ownership.
A shorter flow-time, or shorter time to market, allows airlines more time for their fleet
planning efforts. Although fleet planning is done several years in advance, airlines are able to
fine-tune their plan to suit changing market conditions when the flow-time for freighter
conversions is short. For banks and financial institutions, a shorter flow-time reduces the risk
of holding an expensive asset on their books for a long period of time. For both airlines and
banks, a shorter flow-time reduces the risk involved with the conversion process.
For the companies that offer freighter conversions, a reduced flow-time would ensure that they
are working on fewer orders at any point in time. If the flow-time reduction is achieved
through removing waste, i.e. eliminating no value added processes, then the companies are
likely to reduce costs as well.
Cost is always a key component when customers are evaluating different products. As
described earlier, many factors go into the final price for a converted freighter. Cost of
conversion is one of the key areas where each of the different players has control. With
residual values of aircraft increasing, customers are looking to freighter conversion providers
to reduce the conversion costs and make it attractive to own a converted freighter as opposed to
a new freighter. Soaring fuel costs is putting additional pressures to reduce the cost of
conversions. During the touch labor phase of the freighter conversion, the aircraft is not
operational and this represents a huge cost in terms of lost revenue and profitability. Any
reduction in this phase would not only reduce lead-time but also reduce cost for the customer.10
Since both cost reduction and flow-time reduction are important, an ideal strategy should
achieve both goals. Excluding the touch labor phase, a company might have to increase costs
in the short-run to reduce flow-time. A shorter flow-time is likely to attract more customer
orders. These additional orders might allow the company to benefit from economies of scale
over the long run. The fixed costs of the business could be amortized over a larger number of
conversions, thereby reducing the average cost of conversion. Thus, flow-time reduction has a
potential secondary benefit of lowering costs in the long run. It is, thus, critical to understand
the tradeoff between the flow-time reduction and cost increase in the short run to justify a
strategy to reduce overall flow-time.
While several areas within the overall conversion process can be evaluated to reduce flow-
time, the touch labor phase, the phase when the aircraft is not in service, provides the best
return on investment. Any reduction in the touch labor time allows the customer to keep the
aircraft in service for a longer period. Due to this clear benefit to customer, this phase is often
the first to be perfected. Consequently, there remains very little scope for further improvement.
An often-overlooked area is the sequential nature of the overall process and the complexity that
surround the supply chain operations.
This thesis proposes an alternative supply-chain strategy to address the key issue of reducing
the overall flow-time. The focus is on identifying potential areas where tasks can be performed
in parallel. Parallel processing, albeit with some risk, can lead to significant reduction in flow-
time when compared to sequential processing.
2.3. Hypothesis
In a typical manufacturing process with a known and stable bill-of-material, flow-time goals
are met by stocking parts that have a long lead-time. That is, if the expected product delivery
time is shorter than the lead-time of certain parts, then a safety stock of these parts is
maintained to fulfill the demand. The inventory of the parts is managed by strategies such as
the periodic review approach and continuous review approach.
Since the freighter conversion business is a retrofitting manufacturing process, the list of parts
required for conversion is not completely determined until the engineering design is complete.
Consequently, in the current process, parts are ordered after engineering definition identifies all
the parts. The lead-time of some of the parts is longer than the conversion flow-time requested
by customers. The sequential nature of the process, ordering parts after completion of the
engineering process, results in a long flow-time for the conversion process.
One can reduce the flow-time of the freighter conversion business by decoupling the
engineering and supply chain activities. That is, if the parts are ordered before the engineering
processes are complete then the overall flow-time of conversion can be reduced. Such a change
can result in ordering the wrong part that is not required for the conversion or not ordering a
part that is required for the conversion. However, careful analysis of historical conversions can
yield insights into the parts usage in freighter conversions.
From interviews and discussions with different members of the organization, anecdotal
evidence was gathered regarding the stability of the parts used in a conversion. It was believed
that some parts were used in all the conversions. Thus, if the parts required for conversion are
reasonably stable then one can have different strategies for the stable and variable portion of
the parts list. In such a scenario, one can place orders for the stable parts before the engineering
definition is complete. Thus, the sequential nature of the process can be decoupled to reduce
the overall flow-time. The variable parts with long lead-time can be stocked at some risk to
ensure the overall flow-time goal is met. Since some parts, both variable and stable, have a
very short lead-time, the existing process of waiting for the engineering definition to be
complete can be maintained. Thus, the supply chain and engineering functions don't have to be
completely decoupled. The resulting partially decoupled strategy can reduce the overall flow-
time to the desired target.
The rest of the thesis will discuss the methodology to access the stability of the parts list, the
different considerations required while using the results to develop strategies, and finally the
trade-offs between risk (cost increase) and flow-time reduction.
3. Methodology
In order to test the hypothesis of using a partially decoupled (engineering and supply chain)
process to reduce flow-time, it is critical to assess the stability of the parts for the conversions.
We use historical data on actual aircraft conversions to measure the stability and test the
hypothesis. The data presented in this chapter has been masked to preserve the confidentiality
of Boeing's freighter conversion business. Further, data and results have been modified to
illustrate the concept and approach. The approach can be used in any setting where the stability
of the parts needs to be measured.
3.1. Parts Stability Assessment
It is important to understand the subtle distinction between the assessment of parts stability and
bill-of-material (BOM) stability before any analysis is performed. A bill-of-material is
typically hierarchical with details of assemblies and sub-assemblies. The list has the structure
of a pyramid with multiple levels. The lowest level consists of the set of parts that are required
to build the end product. Due to the hierarchical nature of bill-of-materials, the same part can
be listed multiple times under different branches. The following figure [Figure 7] illustrates the
structure of the bill-of-material for freighter-conversions.
Figure 7: Bill-of-material structure
The BOM consists of 5 levels including the top most level that contains the end product.
Details of the four additional levels are:
- Parts: The basic building blocks that are procured from suppliers.
- IP (Installation Plans): A grouping of parts created by the manufacturing engineering
department. An IP defines a kit of parts that a mechanic uses while performing a
specific task. An IP can contain several parts.
- Modules: A grouping of parts designed by engineers. The group consists of parts that
belong to a sub-section or a sub-system. A module can contain several IPs.
- RMC (Retrofit Module Collector): A logical collection of modules that define a section
of aircraft conversion or a system such as electrical. A RMC can contain several
modules.
A list of all unique parts (lowest level in the bill-of-material) required to build the bill-of-
material constitutes the parts list. We note that a change in the configuration such as addition
of a new module, inclusion of a pre-existing part into a module, or a change in the IP
definition, can result in a different bill-of-material but have an identical parts list. We focus our
analysis only on the parts stability. Once the parts list is identified, it is important to add the
total usage for each part. The usage amount is required to measure any variance across
conversions and to determine the optimal ordering/stocking level for each part.
3.1.1. Sequence of conversion
The stability of the parts list should be measured in a progressive manner. That is, the change
in parts list should be tracked from one conversion to another. This is important to identify any
trend in the stability. In a typical manufacturing process the production sequence serves as the
logical order for measuring stability. However, in a retrofitting manufacturing process such as
freighter conversions, there exist several logical sequences. It is critical to measure the trend in
stability under each sequence to unearth any unusual pattern that can be explained by the
choice of the sequence. The following is a list of the alternate sequences and their relevance in
the freighter conversion process.
1. Original production sequence: Aircraft being converted are anywhere from 9 to 15
years old. Depending on when the aircraft was originally manufactured, it could have
certain features that determine the parts required for conversion.
2. Conversion order sequence: The sequence based on the date of conversion request by
the customer.
3. Engineering definition completion sequence: Since engineering is done in blocks of
customer orders, there could be certain patterns based on customer requirements, the
engineering team performing the task, and the similarity of the aircraft being converted.
4. Touch-labor sequence: While this sequence resembles the customer order sequence
closely, it might express some patterns associated with the re-work done at the
modification site. An improvement (design of a new part) done during the modification
process is usually incorporated back into master parts list. This sequence is also
referred to as the "redelivery" sequence since the product is redelivered back to the
customer after the conversion.
For each sequence, we first extracted the parts list from the bill-of-material for each conversion
and arranged the parts lists in the respective sequence. The stability percentage for a specific
conversion is defined as the ratio of number of parts that are common across conversions to the
total number of parts in a conversion [Equation 1]. Since the number of parts used in a
conversion can vary from aircraft to aircraft, a running average of the number of parts is used
as a base.
If the A1, A2, A3 ,. . . . ...., An represent the set of parts list for conversions 1 through n in
sequence A then the set of common parts between A1 and A2 is defined as the intersection of
the sets A1 and A2. The set of parts that are common across all the conversions is the
intersection of the all the sets, A1 through An. At any given conversion "i" the overall parts
reusability or the stability of the conversion (Si) is defined by the following equation [Equation
1].
s #(An  A2nAn ....... )
Equation 1: Conversion stability calculation
The stability or reusability of any specific part is defined as its frequency of use. If the parts are
numbered 1 through m and the conversions 1 through n then a variable xij will take the value
"1" if part "i" is used in conversion "j". Using this notation, a matrix is created that can be used
to determine the reuse percentage for a part. The reusability, ri, for the part, i, is defined by the
following equation [Equation 2]
n
j-1
ri=-
n
Equation 2: Reusability for a part
The following figure [Figure 8] shows the trend of the conversion stability based on the
original production sequences. The stability decreases significantly during the first few
conversions but the rate of decrease in stability gradually declines. Careful examination of the ;
stability in the original production sequence reveals relatively big shifts every few conversions.
These shifts can be attributed to the change in features during the original passenger aircraft
production.
Average Conversion Stability %
Figure 8: Stability of conversions in original production line sequence
After analyzing the data further and discussing the results with experts in the business, the
touch-labor sequence (redelivery sequence) was chosen as the most appropriate sequence for
further analysis. The data was then re-analyzed for parts stability. During re-analysis, the
master dataset (set of all conversions) was separated into categories based on major product
configurations. For example, the customer chooses the type to be converted, a passenger-to-
freighter or a combi-to-freighter (a combi aircraft is half passenger and half freighter). Another
example is the choice of 14 or 16 containers in the lower lobe of the converted freighter. These
major product features and input conditions have a significant bearing on the stability of the
conversions.
The stability of conversion is calculated for each of the configurations to determine an ideal
level of feature granularity for further analysis. As the product features are narrowed, the
stability of the parts improves. However, the sample set of conversions in each category
decreases. The likelihood of receiving a future order that is identical to the smaller subset of
conversions in each feature category is very low. Hence, a careful balance needs to be struck
between having a larger sample set to measure stability and categorizing conversions to
improve stability. The following figure [Figure 9] illustrates the stability analysis for each
category. If the set of all conversions is split into two groups, Category A and Category B, then
the number of parts that are reused in every single conversion is 86% and 88% respectively. If
the Category B is further split into two groups based on some significant feature differences
then the number of parts that are reused in every single conversion increases. The figure
[Figure 9] illustrates that Category B-2 has 90% parts stability in every conversion. A further
breakdown of the category results in a marginal increase of only 1%. As each category is sub-
divided into groups, the number of conversions that belong to the group becomes smaller.
Thus, the confidence level on applying the projections to the future conversions declines.
Categories A and B-1 are not split into groups either because there is no significant feature
difference or number of the conversions is already very small.
Figure 9: Stability by product category
A two-dimensional table with lead-time of parts as columns and reuse percentage as rows is
presented [Figure 10] to evaluate the impact of parts stability on the flow-time of conversion.
Each cell or grid lists the total number of parts with a particular lead-time and reuse
percentage. The color-coding of the chart is symbolic of the risk contribution by each group of
parts. On the vertical axis, stability is split into 3 categories: unstable, relatively stable, and
highly stable. On the horizontal axis, lead-time is split into 3 categories: short lead-time,
medium lead-time, and long lead-time. Thus, the bottom left corner of the grid is the set of
parts that are short to medium lead-time parts that are highly stable. The longest lead-time part
constrains the flow-time of conversion. A graphical representation, as given in this figure,
helps to identify spatial concentration of parts with respect to lead-time and stability. The
figure [Figure 10] is very sparse in the long lead-time portion. This suggests that a reduction in
the lead-time of a few parts (or any other strategy to reduce the impact of the long lead-time
parts) is likely to reduce the overall flow-time significantly.
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Figure 10: Stability and lead-time analysis
Comparing the count of parts to the dollar value of parts can further enhance this analysis.
Such an analysis would help identify, for instance, if the unstable and long lead-time parts (the
red zone) are expensive. Once the stability of the parts is established, it is important to compare
the stability trend during the lifecycle of the product. The next section explores this area in
further detail.
3.1.2. Steady state
Many changes are expected during the prototype phase of a product. Once the company goes
down the learning curve the number of changes is expected to fall. A similar pattern can be
expected in a retrofitting manufacturing process. In order to test this postulate, the stability of
conversions needs to be evaluated both during the prototype phase and the steady state phase.
Using the approach described earlier, we compute and compare the stability in these two
phases in the following figure [Figure 11].
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Figure 11: Stability by phase in product lifecycle
As expected, the stability decreased significantly during the prototype phase (first 10). The
decrease is very gradual during the steady state phase (last 10). The actual stability percentage
is also higher in the steady state. In order to leverage this fact, the stability analysis should be
performed at regular intervals on a set of recent conversions. In other words, not all
conversions should be included in the analysis. A rolling set of ten to fifteen (or an appropriate
number in a different industry) should be used for the analysis. Finally, it is important to
understand the composition of the parts that are not 100% stable. Such an analysis is required
to determine the risk associated with any stocking strategy.
3.1.3. Determination of obsolescence
The set of parts that are not 100% stable can be categorized into the following different types.
- Predefined parts: Parts that were designed during a previous conversion. This set
contains parts that can be further categorized in two types.
o Predefined and used again: These parts are used during subsequent conversions
but not in all conversions.
o Never used again: As the category name suggests, these parts are never used
again. The minimum threshold (for determining never used again) for recent
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conversion was set to ten. That is, parts that are not used in the last 9
conversions are included in this category.
- New parts: Parts that were designed during the current conversion. This set is further
categorized into two types.
o New and used again: These parts are used in the future conversions.
o One-time use: These parts were designed only for one conversion. The criteria
used to determine this is similar to the "never used again" category under
predefined parts.
Of the four different sub-categories, the "predefined but never used again" and "one-time use"
categories constitute the set of obsolete parts. New parts, some of which are one-time use only,
replace the obsolete parts. In order to determine the typical number in each category, a sample
of conversions should be selected from the middle of any given sequence of conversions. If N
is defined as the set of new parts and O the set of obsolete parts, then the intersection between
the two sets is the set of parts that are for one-time use only. The following Venn diagram
[Figure 12] illustrates this concept.
Figure 12: Obsolete and new parts
The average number of parts (as percentage of total number of parts in a conversion) can be
computed from the sample. Let "a%" and "$a%" represents the average percentage of parts
and average percentage of conversion cost respectively for the parts that are predefined but
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never used again, "b%" and "$b%" represent the average percentage of parts and average
percentage of conversion cost respectively for parts that are used one-time, and "c%" and
"$c%" represents the average percentage of parts and average percentage of conversion cost
respectively for the parts that are new but used in the future. If "c%" is greater than "a%" then
the overall part count is increasing. Similarly, if "$c%" is greater than "$a%" then, on the
average, the new parts are more expensive than the parts the new parts are replacing.
As mentioned earlier the sum of "a%" and "b%" is the total obsolescence during each
conversion. The key measure is "a%" (obsolescence) and its relation to stability (reuse
percentage). For every part that gets obsolete, its reuse percentage during the previous
conversion is measured to identify the relationship between stability and obsolescence. The
following graph [Figure 13] illustrates this relationship within the freighter conversion
business. Because the historical values serve as a basis for future prediction, a best-fit model is
generated.
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Figure 13: Obsolescence as function of parts reusability percentage
It is also important to measure the relationship of obsolescence with lead-time of part and cost
of part. If obsolescence rate dependent on these attributes, then a multi factor model should be
calculated. Such a model can then be used to measure the expected risk if parts are stocked. In
our analysis, we noticed no correlation between obsolescence and lead-time, and obsolescence
and cost of parts. Thus, for the freighter conversion business the data suggests that
obsolescence rate is influenced only by the reuse percentage.
3.1.4. Enhanced stability measurement
The following figure [Figure 14] shows the hypothetical usage of two parts across ten
conversions. Each part is used in four of the ten conversions. Thus, the stability (or reuse %) is
40% for each part. However, intuitively, we expect a higher likelihood of part B being required
in Conv-11 when compared to part A.
Conversion in a specific sequence
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Figure 14: Reuse percentage calculation
Thus, a better approach to measuring stability would weight the recent observations more than
the older observations. Either linear or exponential weights can be applied. Within each type,
the scale factor for the weights needs to be determined. The choice of the weighting method
and the scale factor should be such that there is sufficient difference between the reuse
percentages of parts. For instance, in the example illustrated above [Figure 14], the reuse % of
part A should be close to but not equal to 0% and that of part B should be close to but not equal
to 100%. After trying multiple approaches, we applied a geometric weight with a scale factor
of 1.5 for the freighter conversion business. This factor yielded the best separation of parts into
different reusability buckets.
The enhanced reuse percentage for each part can is defined by the following equation
[Equation 3]. In this equation "wj" represents the weight for each of the conversion "j", and
"a" is the scale factor for the geometric weights.
(wj x i)
i j= x 100
j-=1
Where w. =a -1
Equation 3: Enhanced reuse percentage for a part
Based on this approach the reuse percentage for two samples parts can be recomputed. As
given in figure below [Figure 15], using geometric weights with scale factor of 1.5, the reuse
percentage for part A changes to 7% and that of part B changes to 82%.
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Figure 15: Enhanced reuse percentage calculation
3.2. Partially decoupled strategy
The following figure [Figure 16] shows the final analysis of the parts list by stability and lead-
time where the stability calculation is based on the product category B-2.
Figure 16: Final reusability and strategy
The stability ranges from 0% (parts not used in the last 10 conversion) to 100% (parts used in
all of the last 10 conversions). If a certain threshold lead-time is selected then the parts list can
be categorized into 2 major groups, parts within threshold lead-time and parts outside the
threshold lead-time. Parts within lead-time can be procured after a customer order is placed
and the engineering is complete. Parts outside the threshold lead-time can be classified into
three groups. A separate supply chain strategy can be adopted for each group. The figure
illustrates an example where the threshold lead-time is 3 periods.
The three categories for parts outside the threshold lead-time are -
- Stable parts: These parts have a reusability percentage of 100%. In other words, these
parts are used in every single conversion. Consequently, these parts can be ordered
based of a master schedule of conversions. The risk associated with this strategy is
minimal as the obsolescence rate for parts with 100% reusability is very low.
- Unstable parts: These parts that have a reusability percentage of 20% or less. These
parts are highly variable and are dependent on the unique characteristics of the
incoming aircraft. Multiple strategies can be adopted for these parts.
o Expedite - These parts can be expedited for a fee after the design is complete.
In other words, the current sequential/coupled approach (order after engineering
is complete) can be adopted. Industry experts believe that the expedite fees
range between 50-100% of the cost of the part. Expediting a part can drastically
shorten the lead-time of a part. Depending on the extent to which the lead-time
needs to be reduced, appropriate fees can be paid to the supplier.
o Stock at lower level - Case studies of different parts revealed that the long lead-
times for highly variable parts could be attributed to the lead-time of the raw
materials or sub-components. Since the raw materials are shared across many
parts, it might be feasible to stock the raw material instead of the final part.
o Redundant feature - Case studies also revealed that multiple variations of a part
are created to suit the needs of a specific aircraft. An approach to reduce the
variability is to design a part that has redundant features that can collectively
apply to a range of aircraft.
- Reasonably stable: These parts have a reusability percentage greater than 20% but less
than 100%. The threshold lead-time marks a point when engineering definition will be
complete and there is enough time to order and receive the parts to meet the overall
flow-time goal. Therefore, the reasonably stable parts can be split into two categories.
o Parts within threshold lead-time: One can adopt the current sequential/coupled
approach for these parts.
o Parts outside threshold lead-time: These parts might be expedited similar to the
unstable parts. However, the expedite fees can be prohibitively expensive. An
alternative approach would be to stock these parts. A continuous review
inventory model will be ideally suited to stock these parts. The next section
describes the approach to use this model and to calculate the different
parameters.
Thus, a partially decoupled model where some parts are pre-stocked based on their reuse
percentage, some parts are expedited, some parts are advanced ordered based on a master
schedule, and some parts retain the current approach, could reduce the flow-time of
conversions. The tradeoff between the reduction in the flow-time and the risk involved will be
discussed in the next section. We first start with discussing the inventory management strategy
used to determine the safety stock for the pre-stocked parts. Then the risk associated with this
approach is compared with reduction in the flow-time.
3.2.1. Inventory calculation
In order to determine the inventory management approach for the parts that are pre-stocked, we
first start with forecasting the number of conversions in a year. Because the sales team is in
constant touch with airlines and the fleet planning effort is done years in advance, expected
number of conversions can be determined with reasonable accuracy. However, we do notice
minor variations to the master schedule that is built with the help of the sales and operations
team. The part level demand is dependant on the number of conversions and the probability of
reuse. Since the conversion forecast, part inventory, and part lead-time are all tracked in the
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, it is easy to place orders and monitor the inventory
level. In an ERP system, a continuous review model (Min-Max) model is easy to implement.
In a continuous review inventory model, a reorder point "R" is determined. When the
inventory, the sum of on-hand and on-order inventory, reaches "R" then an order of quantity
"Q" is placed. The reorder point is such that it covers the demand during the lead-time of the
part. The reorder point is usually the sum of the expected demand over the lead-time and a
buffer to satisfy any variation in lead-time demand. The following figure [Figure 17] illustrates
the sample inventory position for a part in the continuous review model.
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Figure 17: Continuous Review inventory model11
The min point (in the Min-Max model) is the reorder point and the max point is the sum of
reorder point and the order quantity. The reorder point is calculated based on the expected
demand for the part, the variability in the demand, the lead-time for the part, and the required
service level. The demand is expected to be stationary with a mean of A and standard deviation
of o. "L" is the lead-time of the part and "z" is the z-value in the normal distribution for the
required service level. The following equation [Equation 4] provides the details to calculate the
reorder point.
R = L + zoa-l
Equation 4: Reorder point for Min-Max policy
The order quantity, Q, is typically the economic order quantity. Within the freighter conversion
group the supply chain analysts use their experience to determine an appropriate order quantity
based on the price of the product. If a part is relatively inexpensive and frequently used then a
large order is placed. On the other hand, if a part is very expensive then an order is placed only
for firm conversions. In order to simplify this dual strategy and evaluate the risk associated
with the overall stocking strategy, we assume that the order quantity is the expected demand
during the lead-time of the part.
We define a threshold lead-time, "lIt", as the push-pull boundary where parts within the
threshold lead-time are not stocked and ordered only after a firm demand is realized. Safety
stock is planned for parts outside the threshold lead-time. The effective lead-time for parts
becomes the difference between the actual lead-time and the threshold lead-time. Any value
below 'O' is considered as a zero lead-time. That is, the part can be ordered and received in
time for kitting and shipping activity. Thus, the threshold lead-time serves as target lead-time
for parts ordering and receiving. Based on this, the reorder level for any part is defined by the
following equation [Equation 5].
R= M(L - 1) + Za L-1 t
Equation 5: Reorder level for a part with threshold lead-time
We assume the annual forecast for aircraft conversion to be normally distributed with mean to
and standard deviation o,o. The demand for the parts is dependent on the demand for the
conversion. Thus, one random variable is dependent on another random variable 12. Given this
forecast for aircraft conversions and the enhanced probability of reuse for a part "i" [Equation
3], the mean [xi and standard deviation oi of the part is given by the following equation
[Equation 6].
Li =ri ° Io
O i =d[ (1 _ •/) ,•o) + (i2 °2)]
Equation 6: Mean and standard deviation for part "i"
Further, the risk associated with the strategy can be calculated by including the obsolescence
rate for each reuse percentage. The average inventory in the system for each part is the sum of
cycle stock and safety stock 13 . The expected value of the average inventory is given by the
equation [Equation 7].
Equation 7: Expected inventory in the system for part "i"
Based on this, the risk associated with part "i" is given by the following equation [Equation 8],
where "fo(ri)" is the function that gives the obsolescence for a particular enhanced reuse
percentage, and "Ci" is the cost of part "i". The obsolescence function is the probability that a
part with a specific reusability percentage will never be used again and become obsolete. The
function was determined from the best-fit model in Figure 13.
Riski = Ci -fo (ri) E[Ii]
Equation 8: Obsolescence risk associated with part "i"
Based on the above-mentioned calculation, the average inventory level and the total annual
obsolescence risk are tracked as a function of the threshold lead-time [Figure 18]. The values
are normalized as percent of the average part costs of a conversion.
Figure 18: Expected inventory and annual risk as a function of threshold lead-time
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For a particular threshold lead-time the chart shows the expected inventory in the system as a
function of the total part cost and the expected annual obsolescence risk associated with the
inventory. The chart can be used to determine the choice of the threshold lead-time. The
shorter the threshold lead-time, the shorter the overall conversion flow-time. There is a certain
minimum time required for the engineering tasks. Any reduction in the threshold lead-time
until the minimum required engineering time will lead to corresponding reduction in the
conversion flow-time. However, reducing the threshold lead-time results in higher risks and
higher levels of inventory. The trade-off between these two outcomes should be carefully
evaluated to determine the optimal threshold lead-time.
The results indicate the there exists two inflection points, one at threshold lead-time of 11 and
one at threshold lead-time of 5. Until a threshold lead-time of 11, reduction in the flow-time for
conversion can be achieved through a small investment (-1% of total part cost) in inventory.
The risk associated with the inventory is also small (<0.5% of total part cost). From this point
on, the two curves diverge until the next inflection point at threshold lead-time of 5. After this
point the two curves increase rapidly and diverge rapidly. The average inventory required for
reducing the flow-time of conversion increases to a very high percentage (-14% of total part
cost). Further, the risk associated with a specific threshold lead-time also increases
substantially (-3% of total part cost). Finally, the minimum time required for engineering tasks
limits the reduction of the threshold lead-time below 3.
Similar to the inventory carrying costs and obsolescence risk, the freighter conversion group
will incur expedite fees for the parts that are unstable (<= 20% reuse percentage). The total
costs, i.e., the sum of inventory carrying costs, obsolescence risk, and expedite fees needs to
considered when deciding the threshold lead-time. In this thesis we do not measure the
expedite fees or the investment required to reduce the lead-time of the unstable parts. These
topics are areas for further research and analysis.
3.2.2. Recommendation
Based on the methodology presented in this chapter we can conclude that a partially decoupled
strategy can be used reduce the flow-time of a retrofitting manufacturing process. Using the
analysis performed for the freighter conversion groups, we recommend a threshold lead-time
between 5 and 11. The final target can be chosen based on the risk appetite of the group.
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4. Supply base alignment
Once the parts procurement strategy is determined to meet the flow-time goal, the part-
sourcing approach needs to be explored. Efficient sourcing, i.e., the assignment of parts to
suppliers, can reduce the overall complexity in a supply chain.
4.1. Sourcing assessment
As explained earlier, parts need to be kitted based on an installation plan (IP) before they can
be shipped to the modification site. Measuring the number of suppliers supplying a complete
installation plan is an approach to assess the sourcing strategy with respect to supply chain
complexity. The following figure [Figure 19] is a frequency chart of installation plans (IPs)
showing the number of suppliers required to complete an IP.
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Figure 19: Supplier assessment
If fewer suppliers are required to supply parts to complete an installation plan then sourcing is
more efficient and the supply chain complexity is reduced. A reduction in the number of
supplier for IPs will increase the frequency of complete IPs with fewer suppliers [Figure 19].
In the following section, we explore a part-supplier assignment approach to improve the
sourcing strategy.
4.2. Assignment approach
In a traditional assignment of parts to supplier, several criteria such as cost, supplier risks, and
quality are used to determine a supplier. When such an assignment is evaluated from an
installation plan standpoint, it can fare poorly. For example, the following figure [Figure 20]
shows a sample of traditional part-supplier assignment. In the figure, a supplier capability
matrix is shown for five parts. If a particular supplier is capable of producing a particular part
then the corresponding cell is marked with an "x". If a part is assigned to the supplier then the
"x" mark is circled. Now, if we assume that parts 1 through 3 constitute an IP and parts 4 and 5
constitute a different IP, then the illustrated example fares poorly when number of supplier per
IP is measured.
'P-
IP-
2 IPs
4 Suppliers
IP-m: 3 Suppliers
IP-n : 2 Suppliers
Figure 20: Traditional assignment
If, on the other hand, the knowledge of the installation plan is taken into consideration, a more
efficient part-supplier assignment can be achieved. The following figure [Figure 21] illustrates
this approach for the example. Both the IPs are can be sourced from a single supplier. The total
number of suppliers also reduces. Essentially, the knowledge of the installation plans should be
included in the existing part-supplier assignment process. If linear programming is used to
minimize total costs in the traditional assignment then the objective function can be modified
to include an incentive to group parts belonging to an installation plan within a supplier.
Alternatively, suppliers can be encouraged or required to quote on a whole IP.
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Figure 21: IP based part-supplier assignment
4.2.1. Benefits of supply base alignment
Sourcing parts based on installation plan (IP) has the following benefits.
- Reduction in lead-time: By sourcing all parts that belong to an IP from one supplier, we
can kit the parts at the supplier and ship directly to the modification site. Thus, we don't
have to ship the parts to a central warehouse for kitting.
- Efficient communication of design changes: Parts belonging to an implementation plan
typically are assembled together and mate with each other. Thus, a change in the design
of one part is likely to impact the design of some or all the parts within an IP. The
changes need to be communicated with the supplier before the modified part can be
produced. By sourcing all the parts in an IP from a single supplier, we need to
communicate with only one supplier. Further, the supplier will be able to understand
the reason of the different changes. Quality issues such as part interference or incorrect
assembly tolerance can be minimized as the supplier can inspect these while building
the part.
- Economies of scope: When the parts that belong to an IP are sourced from the same
supplier, the supplier benefits from economies of scope. The supplier is able to improve
its overall understanding of the conversion process. In some cases, Boeing might decide
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that such knowledge might be too sensitive and decide to source all parts that belong to
an IP to different suppliers.
4.3. Supply base alignment and part stability
In a retrofitting manufacturing environment, part stability plays an important role for sourcing
decisions. If a part is relatively unstable, then careful IP based part-supplier alignment (supply
base alignment) yields only temporary benefit. When a part is replaced by a new part then it is
important to source the new part from the supplier of the original part. This, however, is
possible only if the existing supplier bids on the new part. However, if all the parts in an
installation plan are very stable, then an IP based sourcing approach will remain viable for an
extended period of time.
In conclusion, a comprehensive sourcing and procurement strategy can not only reduce the
flow-time in a conversion but also reduce the complexity in the supply chain.
5. Conclusion
In this thesis we recommend a partially decoupled model, where some supply chain tasks are
done in parallel with engineering tasks, to reduce the flow-time in a retrofitting manufacturing
process. We presented a methodology to ascertain the feasibility of the decoupled strategy and
then tested the hypothesis using the data gathered from the freighter conversions group at The
Boeing Company. The following conclusion can be drawn from the thesis.
First, even in a retrofitting manufacturing process part stability exists and needs to be measured
in order to evaluate the feasibility of a decoupled strategy. The level of part stability can
determine the extent to which supply chain tasks and engineering tasks can be done in parallel.
Visualizing part reusability and lead-time simultaneously helped individuals in the freighter
conversion group gain several insights and identify opportunities for process improvement.
Second, measuring obsolescence rate for each reuse percentage is key to measure the overall
risk of storing inventory for parts. Measurement of obsolescence in both count and dollars can
provide insights into part proliferation and cost escalation. Additionally, obsolescence data can
be provided to engineers to encourage them to design parts to reduce the probability of
obsolescence. A visibility into the obsolescence rate helped the management team, at the
freighter conversions group, recognize some of the reasons for part cost increase.
Third, we can conclude that stocking stable parts and assuming the risk of obsolescence can
lead to a reduction in flow-time. However, the composition of parts with different lead-times
can result in inflection points in the inventory and risk curves. Thus, there exists some ideal
flow-time reduction target beyond which the cost to reduce flow-time is substantial. A
comprehensive supply chain strategy to reduce the flow-time in a retrofitting process involves
a partially decoupled ordering strategy combined with an appropriate sourcing strategy.
Finally, parts that are unstable can be expedited for a fee to reduce the lead-time. However,
several other options such as stocking the raw material, designing redundant features, and
delaying part differentiation can be used to reduce lead-time and increase part reusability.
These options can be further explored as areas for future research.
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